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“No press”: communication disabled



Long-term goal: play Diplomacy “with press”



ACL 2020



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qoqmmIY1dQ&t=1


What is 
Diplomacy?

7 players

Each player controls 
multiple units

Each turn move units 
simultaneously

Conflict winner = superior 
force

Coordination of moves for 
success



One of the best 
board games of all 
time… 

Combination of strategy, 
tactics, negotiation

The complete absence of 
any random luck

Today, >10000 people 
play diplomacy



Rules = Anything goes



A zero-sum game… 



Why Diplomacy?

Understand the language of deception

Mix of competition and collaboration to win

Accentuate dilemmas from multi-agent interactions

Large combinatorial action space



The dataset

Double annotations by both sender and 
receiver

Illuminate difference between a deceptive 
and truthful statement

~17000 messages

12 games

Each message: one word to multiple 
paragraphs

Specialised user base

Each game could last for > 1 month



Speakers

Messages  

Sender labels  

Receiver labels  

Game score 

Dataset fields

Absolute message index 

Relative_message index  

Seasons

Years 

Game id 





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVAAhIUtf9U&t=193




Study set up

Found players to design study and play as 
participants

Recruited participants with no experience

Compensation for participating and completing game

Incentive to tell most amount of lies and win game

Good players asked to play again in future games

Custom discord bot to record messages + annotate 
sent and received messages

Online platform: Backstabber



What is a lie?



“Typically, when [someone] lies [they] say 
what [they] know to be false in an attempt to 

deceive the listener”



Dataset statistics



Average message length: 21 
words

Long messages… 



Unequal class 
distribution… 

95% message truthful 

⇒ detecting a lie is a 
difficult task



Lies often not 
caught… 









Metric: Macro f1, lying f1



Sanity checks: 
Random, majority 
class

Majority class: Shows 
dataset imbalance



Bag of words 
logistic regression

Associated with lies:

● words related to sincerity: 
sincerely, frankly 

● words used in apologies, 
accusations, fallout, 
alternatives

Associated with truthful 
statements:

● Casual words: dude
● words associated with 

reconnaissance: FYI
● words associated with time



Harbingers logistic 
regression
Word lists that cover topics 
often used in interpersonal 
communication—claims, 
subjectivity, premises, 
contingency, comparisons, 
expansion



Power imbalance

Difference between number 
of supply centers under the 
control of the two players

Incorporated as a feature in 
the logistic regression 
models



Neural models
Baseline: LSTM, no context

Extension: Incorporate past 
context, power (best model)

Fine-tuning BERT 
embeddings: no 
improvement

Most gain comes from 
message itself, not 
additional information



Summary: Peskov et al. 2020

Train baseline and neural models to detect deception using this data

Best model approaches human performance

However, both humans and machines failed to detect most lies



Takeaways

Detecting a lie is difficult for both humans and machines

● Since lies follow an imbalanced class distribution

Press data can be used for building a bot that has a strategic approach

● Human in the loop set up which does better than humans alone



How well would a large language model be 
able to detect deception?





How to adapt pretrained LLMs for deception detection?

1. Train from scratch

2. Pre-train + fine-tune

3. In-context learning



Fine-tuning



In-context learning



In-context learning



Few shot learning improves with scale



Why in-context learning?

Academically interesting

Practically relevant with GPT-3

● Effective with 0-16 examples
● One model for many tasks



ICML 2021



Contextual calibration

Step 1: Estimate the bias Step 2: Counter the bias



Structure of prompt

Italy: … Germany: … Italy: … We are Germany. Was Italy lying to Germany? Yes

Germany: … Germany: … Italy: … We are Germany. Was Italy lying to Germany? No

Italy: … Germany: … Italy: … We are Germany. Was Italy lying to Germany? Yes

Italy: … Italy: … Italy: … We are Germany. Was Italy lying to Germany? No

Italy: … Germany: … Italy:.. We are Germany. Was Italy lying to Germany?



Finding good prompts: method

Context window size = 2

In context examples: 4 x examples from train set 

Dev set: random sample of 100 examples from original dev set

● Find best threshold (that gives highest macro F1) for difference in probability 
of “ Yes” token and “ No” token on dev set (after contextual calibration)



Finding best prompt: Result on dev set

Best prompt: We are [RECEIVER]. Was [SPEAKER] lying to [RECEIVER]?

Macro F1: 0.603

Lying F1: 0.655

Confusion matrix: {"straightforward": 24, "caught": 37, "deceived": 13, "cassandra": 26}

Notes:

● Replacing specific country names with “us/them” does not cause much improvement
● Variation in F1 scores across prompts reduces after calibration (generally in 0.5-0.6 range)
● Small changes in prompt (“I think… I believe…) cause a lot of variation in performance



Finding best prompt: evaluation on full test set

Macro F1: 0.500 

Lying F1: 0.274 

Best threshold: 0.487

Confusion matrix: straightforward: 1387, caught: 202, deceived: 354, cassandra: 
714



Ensemble approach: part 1

1. Attributes that constitute a lie (based on literature referenced by Peskov et al. 
2020): authority, scarcity, likability, reciprocity 

2. Tested 2-3 prompts for each of the above attributes 
a. Ground truth label: sender labels (for lies) and prediction indicates if the model thinks that 

attribute is displayed in the message. 
b. Thus perhaps a measure of how well the attributes correlated/correspond to messages that 

are lies? 
3. Chose prompt that gave best macro F1
4. Prompts for each attribute are tested on the same sample of 100 examples 

from the dev set



Ensemble approach part 1 results

Best F1s (macro, lying) for each attribute: 

1. Authority: 0.521, 0.617
2. Scarcity: 0.499, 0.479
3. Likability: 0.495, 0.545
4. Reciprocity: 0.510, 0.524



Ensemble approach part 1 results

Best prompt for each attribute: 

1. Authority: We are RECEIVER. Is SPEAKER using authority to persuade 
RECEIVER? 

2. Scarcity: We are RECEIVER. Is SPEAKER using scarcity to persuade 
RECEIVER? 

3. Likability: We are RECEIVER. Is SPEAKER displaying likability? 
4. Reciprocity: We are RECEIVER. Is SPEAKER reciprocating RECEIVER?



Ensemble approach part 2: method

1. Choose the best prompts for each attribute 
2. Get predictions for each attribute 
3. Take the difference in the log probs of the yes and no token after calibration 

as an entry in a feature vector representing each message 
a. each entry represents each attribute, so feature vector is of length 4 since we are considering 

4 attributes: authority, likability, scarcity, reciprocity 
4. Train an MLP (2 hidden layers) with input as 100 examples from dev set, and 

ground truth labels are the sender labels for those examples 
5. Evaluate the trained MLP on the full test set

a. after getting the feature vectors using the same method as step 3 for each example in the test 
set, which are used as the input to the MLP 

b. Note: no thresholding etc. is done



Ensemble approach part 2: results on full test set

Macro F1: 0.430

Lying F1: 0.270



Train separate models for each player 
+ comparison with BERT+ context LSTM model from 
Peskov et al. 2020
Method (GPT-3)

● In context examples contain 4 examples with latest message in each example sent 
by the winner of the game

● Dev set: only examples where latest message is sent by winner of the game
● Test set: only examples where latest message is sent by winner of the game

Method (BERT+context LSTM)

● Train on full test set, dev set is the same as the original dev set
● Test set: only examples where latest message is sent by winner of the game



BERT + context LSTM



GPT-3



ArXiv, January 2022







ArXiv, May 2022







2nd prompt: 

(Italy: … Germany: … Italy: … ) x4

Italy: … Austria: … Italy: … 

We are Austria. Is Italy making consistent 
statements? No

Is Italy lying to Austria?

Yes

2 stage prompting for consistency check

1st prompt: 

(Italy: … Germany: … Italy: …) x4
Italy: … Austria: … Italy: … 
We are Austria. Is Italy making 
consistent statements?

No



Other ideas

Incorporate power: “The game score delta between [SPEAKER] and [RECEIVER] 
is [x].”

Generate annotations for likeability, assertiveness etc. 

Try to predict opponents actions k steps into the future (say k = 5)



Large Language Models for Few Shot DAIDE Translations (Sander Schulhoff, Sept 
2022)

DAIDE: language with three letter acronyms for Diplomacy moves (e.g. HLD: hold)

Experiment with GPT-3’s ability to translate between DAIDE and English

Result: impressive 0 shot and few shot performance

Applications suggested:

1. English message annotation: evaluate stances of players, classify positive or 
negative relations between players

2. Generate different tones of speech in English from DAIDE
3. Incorporate with GameScrapes data somehow?





Short term vision

Develop the best pipeline for leveraging GPT-3’s in-context learning ability to 
detect deception



Medium term vision

Gain confidence that GPT-3 is able to detect linguistic signals for deception

After gaining confidence, gain motivation to investigate the use of GPT-3’s in 
context learning ability in generating annotations for stance, etc.



Long term vision

Evaluate the extent/ability of large language models to detect nuanced aspects of 
language such as deception which consists of more complicated long-range 
dependencies



Any ideas/suggestions?



Thank you!
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